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Here are three styles of beaded hand
coverings designed for under-the-cuff
wear to give the look of layering. Pretty
enough to even wear by themselves!
All three styles have a special elegance
with their contoured beaded edging and
bead-embellished lace.
The Wrist Warmers feature a slightly frilly
look that looks fabulous peaking out from
the underneath the cuffs of a blouse or
sweater. The beaded pattern leans left on
one wrist warmer and right on the other,
giving a balanced look to the duo.
The Hand Warmers are styled to cover the
back of the hand. This version features a
symmetrically mirrored arrangement of
the bead-embellished lace on each
Warmer. The shaping is done in pattern to
conform to the hand.
Left to right: Wrist Warmers, Hand Warmers, Mitts

Finished Measurements, Yarn, Beads, Needles
Sized for adult medium.
Measurements and materials specifications for the
three styles are separated by slashes as follows:

The Mitts are similar to the Hand Warmers
except made longer to cover more of the
hand, and incorporate a wider gusset to
span the thumb hole. What a flattering
alternative to wearing mittens or gloves.

Wrist Warmers / Hand Warmers / Mitts
Finished measurents (unstretched):
Circumference at upper edge: 8½” / 9” / 10”
Circumference around wrist (all 3 styles): 6”
Length: 4” / 6½” / 8¼”
Fingering weight yarn:
110 / 195 / 225 yards
Size 1 US (2.25 mm) knitting needles or size to give
gauge of 9½ stitches/inch over Beaded Lace pattern
stitch or an equivalent of approximately 8½ stitches/
inch over stockinette; your choice of double point
needles or circulars
Size 8/0 seed beads: 336 / 768 / 1032 beads
(approximately 10 / 25 / 30 grams)

Pictured models knitted in Brown Sheep Nature
Spun fingering weight yarn and Miyuki beads.

Size 24 tapestry needle, nylon dental floss threader or
other collapsing eye needle for stringing beads onto
your yarn

Yarn color and bead color numbers —
Wrist Warmers: 720 Ash, 725 Dark Bronze
Hand Warmers: 107 Silver Sage, 456 Gunmetal Iris
Mitts: N81 Cranberry Fog, 460 Metallic Plum
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I strive to make your pattern accurate and complete. If I have overlooked something, or if you have problems or suggestions,
please let me know at: HeartStrings, 53 Parlange Dr, Destrehan, LA 70047, (985) 764-8094, Jackie@HeartStringsFiberArts.com

